Team Wide Goals

Reconstructing Communications

• Website Overhaul

• Better Integrating with the rest of campus & UBC Campaigns

• Non – Traditional Outreach
Team Wide Goals

Thunderbird Spirit

• Blue and Gold Society
• Increasing tangible visual presence of school colors on campus
• Enhancing platforms for communication
Team Wide Goals

Wellbeing at UBC

- Advocating for increased fitness space on campus
- Streamlining access to wellness related services
- Creating spaces within the Nest
(And a Governance Review)
Ava’s Goals

• Blue and Gold Society & Time Capsule

• Orientations and Firstweek coordination

• Increasing Sponsorship throughout AMS

• Fall Reading Break

• AMS Brewery of sorts
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Portfolio Goals

1. Increase Research
2. Increase Campaign Engagement
3. Reconnect Advocacy with the AMS Brand
Project-Specific Goals

1. Provincial Elections
2. Affordability Campaign
3. Housing Campaign
4. Student Union Development Summit
Timeline

Imagine Day 9/6/2016

SUDS Conference 5/1/2016 - 9/6/2016
Research & Planning Affordability 9/6/2016 - 9/30/2016
Campaign Housing Rights 10/1/2016 - 11/30/2016
Campaign BC Elections 2/1/2017 - 5/9/2017
Goals of the VP Academic & University Affairs Office
1. Consultation and Campaigns
2. Affordability
3. Academic Experience
4. Student Wellbeing
5. Student Experience
Campaigns and Consultations

- UBC Sexual Assault Policy
  - Campaign
  - Consultation
- Policy 73
  - Consultation
- Open Educational Resources
  - Campaign
- Academic Experience Survey
  - Consultation
Affordability

- Awards Database
  - Collaborative creation
- Open Educational Resources
  - Continued support and collaboration
- Housing
  - Exploration of options with University
Student Wellbeing

• Aboriginal and Indigenous Support
  – 3 events
• Academic Policies
  – Concession
  – Syllabi and Attendance
• Recreational Spaces
  – Pop-up and Temporary
• Residence Contract
Supportive Academic Experience

• Undergraduate Research Opportunities
  – Collaboration on offering greater variety of events
  – Upgrading database
• Scheduling Review
• Mid-Course Feedback
  – Further implementation
Student Experience

• Orientations
  – Future programming
• WUSC
  – Allocations of increase
Goals of the VP Administration
“Student” Nest

- Nest Review: currently speaking with SEEDS to conduct study in term 1
- Bookings: Revisit bookings policy and review bookings system
- SUB Renovations: Completing the renos with students’ best interest in mind
Better supporting student groups

• Student Life and Sustainability Centre: Re-launching the SLSC to maximize the space’s potential to serve student organizations and the AMS’ commitment to a more sustainable future
• Improved Structure: Revamping structure of the clubs system to increase efficiency and better educate students of the resources available
• Conflict Management: Integrating education on club issues into the new structure (SASC + Ombuds)
Creating community in the Nest

- Nest Animation: Working internally to increase the fun factor of the Nest
- Increasing student presence: Working with groups around campus to increase the fun factor of the Nest
- Arts and Culture: Working with groups around campus to increase the presence of arts and culture in the Nest
Art rental program

- Creating rental program structure: creating a structure through which third parties can rent pieces from our permanent collection
- Repairing the collection: investing in the collection to increase the value of the pieces we own
Decreasing waste in the Nest

- Coffee cup discount program: creating a financial incentive for students to bring their own mugs instead of using coffee cups
- Mug-share program: Working with SEEDS to set up a mug-share program out of the SLSC
- AMS business foodware replacement: researching replacing the foodware currently used by AMS businesses to decrease confusion about recycling and to decrease waste overall
- Increasing AMS accountability on Sustainability: To be decided